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Historians constitute a rather conservative breed, and of course some historians are more 

conservative than others. The comfort zone of a conservative historian is a document, that is a 

preserved text, especially one that has some kind of official provenance. Memoirs, testimonies, 

oral history -- the conservative historian considers them at best to be second-rank sources, too 

subjective and uncertain. This kind of historian does not even recognize visual materials as 

sources and makes no use of them. But this is unfortunate, because we live at a time in which all 

sorts of information is presented ever more frequently by visual means. Our students have 

become accustomed to acquire information in a form that has fewer words and more pictures. 

As pedagogues, we should pay more attention to visual materials so that students can 

comprehend historical processes better and faster. But visual materials are necessary not only 

for the historian as pedagogue, but also for the historian as researcher. 

 Our course will emphasize visual materials as sources, as tools for the historian-

researcher. The course intends to show how visual sources play not only an auxiliary role, but 

are able to independently solve some historical problems in the absence of textual sources and 

also to open up new themes and approaches to the understanding of historical processes. We 

will explore our theme not through a reading of theoretical texts but through concrete 

examples. First, we will look at visual art as a source. In this context we will look at two 

examples, both from the sphere of Ukrainian sacral art: icons of the Last Judgment in the 

Carpathian region (fifteenth-twentieth centuries) and icons in Ukrainian churches in Canada 

(twentieth century). Then we will examine photographs. Again we have two concrete examples: 

photographs of the Lviv pogrom (July 1941) and photographs of Kaiser Wilhelm II (1888-1918). 

The last segment of our course is devoted to cinema. Our concrete examples: a historical film 

from 2011 about the Holocaust in Lviv (1943-44) and a film from the Stalinist era (mid-1930s) 

that conveys the spirit and "sense" of that time. 

 The format of our five sessions is a lecture course (illustrated, of course), but these will 

be interactive lectures with a discussion component. 
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14/7 Monday: Painting (Last Judgment) 

John-Paul Himka. Last Judgment Iconography in the Carpathians. Toronto: University of Toronto 

Press, 2009. Pp. 3-31. 

 

15/7 Tuesday: Painting (Canadian churches) 

І  Х к . к ьк  е к   п ч  Аль е т  е о т  чк , е ґ, о д т  
// З д ок д ьк  к. т  6. ед. ет о   . д о то   О т о : , 

. . -213. 

 

16/7 Wednesday: Photography (Lviv pogrom/Kaiser Wilhelm) 

І  Х к . о то ть дче я: еля я у  ґ е  п о Ль ьк  по о  л тку  
. // олоко т  уч ть. .  . . . -79. 

 

17/7 Thursday: Film (Holocaust in Lviv) 

film: In Darkness. Director: Agnieszka Holland. 2011. 

Robert Rosenstone. History on Film/Film on History. Harlow, UK: Pearson Education, 2006. Pp. 1-

31. 

 

18/8 Friday: Film (Stalinism) 

film: Party Card. Director: Ivan Pyr'ev. 1936. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hlGDL-uJ6B0 

Sarah Davies. Stalin as Patron of Cinema: Creating Soviet Mass Culture, 1932-1936 // Ed. Sarah 

Davies and James Harris. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005. P. 202-225. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hlGDL-uJ6B0

